HAVE MORE TIME TO SHARE
Tempo's New Communications Concentrator can put more customers on line, reduce line costs and improve efficiency of your main time-share computer. It can operate with a variety of terminals, as well as most computers. The concentrator is made up of a TEMPO I Control Processor (with high rate input/output and eight interrupts), two 4K x 16 primary memory units, a communications multiplexer and a synchronous modem controller. The communications multiplexer provides an interface for up to 48 full duplexed communication lines and is field expandable. It operates at speeds up to 4.8 kilobauds. Twelve different input/output speeds can be intermixed. Byte size, stop bit and line rates are software selectable for each line. The synchronous modem controller operates at speeds up to 10 kilobauds.

This basic hardware is also available as a powerful Front-end Multiplexer with computer interface. Let's communicate. Call or write.

See the new Concentrator/Front-end Multiplexer in operation at the Fall Joint Computer Conference. Also, the TEMPO I modular computer system which starts at $15,000 and develops with field expandable options up to a multi-processing, multi-programming Goliath!
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